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This note presents a simple qualitative picture to provide a guide for the

choice of the number of straight sections,, or of the superperiods, in the ISABELLE

storage rings. This picture suggests that in order to have only two long straight

sections, or a superperiod of 2, one may be required to reduce the v-value to

v = 9.25 from the present choice of v * 17.25. If one is willing to have four

long straight sections, or a superperiod of 4, then a v-value of v * 13.75 may be

acceptable. These results are based on a proposed criterion that no stopbands

should occur within the working aperture of the accelerator.

It is to be emphasized that the following rough picture is very qualitative,

and not intended to be a substitute for a detailed computer study of the orbits.

One starts from observing that the v versus p, or v versus R. across the

aperture in ISABELLE can be qualitatively predicted by the following considerations.

For an ideal accelerator, with no straight sections, one expects that

Av _ A£ ,,»
T " " p (1)

and

and .

Av « - ~ AR .

This variation of Av and AR is probably too slow. For the CERN ISR, for

example, it is a factor of 2 faster. Also Chasman and Month find abpue a factor

of 2 faster in the linear, region of Av versus AR for the case of two long straight

sections. One may then estimate Av as

' 3 • • . .-

Av • - 2 ̂ L AR (2)
R ••:•• . .-.:•• . • :
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In Fig. 1, Av is plotted against AR for an aperture of 5 cm, and for

v = 17.25 and R = 220 m. One sees that one reaches v = 17, Av = - 0.25, at

R = 0.4 cm, and one reaches v = 18, Av = 0.75 at R = - 1.25 cm. Thus if one has

a superperiod of 2, one can predict that one will meet stopbands at R = - 1.25,

and 0.4 cm.

This prediction can be compared with the computer results found by Chasman

and Month for ISABELLE with two long straight sections which are indicated by

the circles on the graph. The stopbands introduce a curvature in the Av versus

AR curve near R = - 1.25, and 0.4 cm, but this does not change the curve

drastically.

A possible criterion that one may propose for obtaining a stable accelerator,

is that no stopbands should occur within the working aperture of the accelerator.

It is difficult to predict what exactly is bad about having stopbands within the

aperture without long detailed computer studies. We will assume the proposed

criterion as a guide, although it may be too severe.

Equation (2) suggests that one can move the location of the stopbands to

larger AR by reducing v, since Av/AR varies as v . To move the stopband which

occurs at AR s 0.4 cm to AR s 2.5 cm, one needs to reduce v to v = 9.25 from

v = 17.25.

3
The important result which is indicated by Eq. (2) is the v dependence of

Av on AR which shows that relatively small changes in v can significantly change

the v versus R relation.

This reduction in v may be undesirable. It can be partially avoided by

going to four straight sections or a superperiod of 4. In this case the stop-

bands are at v = 18 and v * 16, which by the above argument will occur at

AR * - 1.25, and 1.75 cm, corresponding to Av = 0.75 and - 1.25. To move the

stopband which occurs a* AR " - 1.25 to AR = 2.5 cm, one needs to reduce v t >

v - 13.75 from v - 17.25.

One may note that the idea of reducing v was also suggested by John Blevett.

Thanks are due to Month and Chasman for discussions of this problem.
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